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The family ~ of run languages i a generalization of the family of finite/cofinite languages. For 
an alphabet A, the family 'W e of "ewords"  consists of finite products of factors each of which is 
of the form {a} or a § a EA ,  and ~ is the Boolean closure of "We- It is shown that each run 
language or its complement is a finite union of ~words, and that ~ is also the Boolean closure of 
"W§ lhe set of "words" over {a+: a E A}. Lastly we prove that ~ is contained in the family "Yt of 
languages whose syntactic monoids are ~-trivial, and that for a two-letter alphabet ~ = "y~. 
1. Introduction 
The initial goal of this work is to provide a better understanding of a family 71 of 
languages whose syntactic monoids are ,,C-trivial. This family plays a key role in the 
study of star.free (or aperiodic) languages [2, 3]. In case the cardinality of the 
alphabet is ~< 2, "yl coincides with the family ~ of run languages introduced here. 
Otherwise, ~ is properly contained in y~. Run languages are interesting in their 
own right since they are a generalization of finite/cofinite languages. 
We use the following notation. The cardinality of a set S is denoted card S, and 
S U S', S n S', S -  S' and S denote union, intersection, difference and comple- 
ment. The empty set is ~. If A is a finite non-empty alphabet, A § (respectively A *) 
is the free semigroup (respectively free monoid) generated by A. The empty word is 
denoted by 1. Any subset L or A* is a language over A. The product or 
concatenation f two languages i denoted by L 9 L '  or LL' .  The subsemigroup and 
submonoid of A * generated by L CA * are L § and L * respectively. The length of a 
word w EA*  is Iwl. 
The family qf all languages over A is a monoid under concatenation and a 
Boolean algebra under finite union, finite intersection and complement. For any 
family ~ of languages over A, ,~'M and ~fB denote the monoid and Boolean 
algebra (respectively) generated by ~. 
* Part of this work was done while the author was at the University of Paris VI and VII, under the 
scientific exchange program between Canada and France. The financial assistance provided by this 
program is gratefully acknowledged. 
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2. Run languages 
We shall use the following finite families over a given alphabet A"  
.~={{a}:a~A},  L§  . .~ .={a* :aEA},  L~=.L#U~L~'§ 
In this section we consider Le  as an extended alphabet of ~gletters, and ~'/r = ~eM 
as the set of words over this alphabet, i.e. ~words.  Our  main interest is in tl~e 
elements of ~4/" e as languages over A. To simplify notation we often write w instead 
of {w} for w E A* ,  when there is no risk of ambiguity. 
Any  language u E ~f'~, uY  1, can be written in the form u = u~.. .  up, where 
p~l  and 
(a) ui C a :, for some a, 
(b) a ,+~a, ,  l<~i<~p - 
(Except for condition (b), 
EA,  l<~i<~p;  
1. 
the a~ are not necessarily distinct.) Furthermore,  since 
aa + = a§ = a+a + for all a ~ A, we can assume: 
(c) either u, = a7 or u, = (a~)", n ~> 1. 
We say that u E ~d/" e is in nm form iff either u = 1 or u saiisfies (a), (b) and (c) 
above. Define the run length I1 u II of  u as follows. Let II 1 II = 0 and for u ~ 1,11 u II = p, 
the number  of factors in the run form of u. 
Note that, if u /1  is in run form u=u~. . .up  and wCA* ,  then wEu iff 
w = aT ' . . ,  a~,,, where aT '~ u,, 1 ~< i ~<p. This factorization of w into p factors is 
unique; in fact this is the run form of w considered as an element of ~r 
It is convenient to associate with each u E 'If" e an element up of ~ .M = ~4/'+. Let 
+ .6 lp  = 1 and, for u /1 ,  let up = at  . . .ap .  Note that w E u.implies wp = up. 
The family ~ of run languages is now defined as ~ = ~r = LAMB.  
We illustrate these notions by some examples. The @word u '=  aa.6baac § is not 
in run form, but can be rewritten as u = (a+)~ba2c § = u~u2u3u,, u, = (a .6) 2, u~ = b, 
u3= a 2, u4 = c +, which is in run form. If w E u then w has the form a"baZc m, 
where n />2,  m >i 1. Finally up = wp = a .6 b +a+ c .6. 
3. Finite]cofinite languages over L e 
A language L CA * is said to be ~finite iff it is a finite union of ~words.  Let ff:e 
be the family of @finite languages, and let Re  = {L CA * : L. E fie} be the family of 
@cofinite languages. 
Lemma 3.1. The intersection of  any two @finite languages is ~finite. 
Proof. The problem easily reduces to showing that u O u'  is ~finite for any two 
@words u and u'.  First note that u O u'  ~ 0 implies up = u'p. Hence we can assume 
that the run forms of u and u' are u = u~. . .  up, u '=  u~. . .u 'p  when u n u '~t3 .  
Under  this condition we claim that 
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u n u '= (u,  n u l ) . . . . - (up  n u~). (1) 
The conta inment  D holds for any languages u, . . . . .  u~, u[ . . . . .  u/, and u, u '  such that 
' Conversely,  suppose w E u n u' .  Then w = u = u~ . . .  up and u '  = uI . . . up. 
. ' where w, . . .wp ,  where w~Eu, , . . . ,w~Eup,  and w=wI . ,  w e, 
w[ E uI . . . . .  w~,E u~. But both these factor izat ions of w correspond to the unique 
run form of w; hence they are identical  and (1) fol lows. 
Next we show for II u I1 = 11 u' l l - -  1, i.e. for the one- let ter  a lphabet ,  that u n u '  is 
@finite. The fol lowing listing covers all cases for A = {a}, n, m/> 1: 
a m VI a"  = a ' ,  
a'~ lqa"  =O,  if m~ n, 
a 'V l (a+) '=a ", if m>~n,  
a" n(a+)" =0,  if m <n,  
('a*)" n (a +)" = (a +)m..,~,.,. 
In each case the intersect ion is ei ther empty  or a ~word .  By (1), zt f') It' is a product  
of such intersect ions;  hence u fl  u '  is e ither empty  or a ~word.  In any case it is 
~finite. 
Lemma 3.2. The di f ference o[  any  two ~f in i te  languages  is @finite. 
Proof. As  in Lemma 3.1, the prob lem reduces to showing that u - u '  is ~f inite for 
any two.words  u and u ' .Notethatup~u'p impl ies  uC lu '  0and u -u '=u,  
which is ~finite. Hence assume up = u 'p  and u = u , .  . .  u~, u '  = u~. . .  up' are in run 
form. A lso  let ff = u2. . .up,  f i '=  u'2...u/~. (The case u = 1 is trivial so we can 
assume p 1> 1, a and if' may be the empty  word.)  Under  these condit ions we claim 
that 
u - u' = (u, - u ~). a u u , .  (a  - a') .  (2) 
For  suppose w E u - u' .  Then w = w~g,, w, E ut, ff E ~ and w~ u'.  Thus either 
w~ ~ uI or  f f~  a ' ,  i.e. w E (u , -  ul)a or w ~ u,(a - a'). Conversely,  suppose 
w ~ (u , -  ul)a. Then w = w~,,  w, E u,, w~ ~ u[ and ~' ~ t~. Clear ly w E u. If also 
w E u '  then w, E u[ since the run form of w is unique. This is a contradict ion and 
( tq -  u l ) -  t~ Cu  - u' .  The case w E u, (a - if') fol lows similarly and (2) holds. 
We now prove the lemma for the one- letter  a lphabet  by the fol lowing cases, 
where A = {a} and n, m ~> 1: 
a~ - a"  = a ~, i fm~n,  
a ' - (a+)"=a ", i fm<n,  
a"  - (a § = O, if m/> n, 
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(a~)" - a"  = a" U a"+t IJ . . .  U a" - t  U (a§ "+1, if m > n, 
= (a§247 if m = n, 
= (a § if m < n, 
(a +)" - (a +)" =a "Ua"+lU . . .ua" - l ,  if re>n,  
=~1, if m<~n. 
In all cases the difference is @finite. Now proceed by induction on p. Assume that 
for all u such that [Iu I1 = p - 1, the difference u - u '  is @finite. The induction step 
follows from (2). 
We now show that each run language is either @finite or @cofinite. 
Theorem 3.3. 9t = ~e U c~ e. 
Proof. Evidently, ~ = ~eMB D f ie  U %'e. Since .~eM C 5~e, it is sufficient to 
verify that ~e U c~ e is a Boolean algebra in order to show that ~eMB C ~:e U ~e. 
Closure under complementation is obvious. Also, for L, L 'E  5~e, 
L UL 'e  
L U/S' = L ' -  LE  q~e, since L ' -  L E ~e by Lemma 3.2, 
/], U/S' = L rl L '  E ~e,  since L rl L '  ~ ~e by Lemma 3.1. 
Hence 5~e U ~<9 is also closed under union. 
4. The hierarchy generated by -L~' e 
The family 9A of aperiodic languages can be generated by ~ in the sense that 
~[= U ~(MB)"= U ,~(BM)". 
n~,0  n ;~0 
Furthermore it is unimportant whether ~ is first closed under Boolean operations 
or under concatenation [1], since ~(MB)  2= .~BMB, i .e.  the two sequences 
[~(MB)(MB)"]'and [~B(MB)"] are identical for n >~ 1. An analogous ituation 
exists if ~e  is used instead of ~. 
Theorem 4.1. &PeMBMB = .5~eBMB. 
Proof. Obviously, ~eMBMB D.~eBMB. Conversely, it suffices to show that 
.~eMBM C.~eBMB. By Theorem 3.3, ~eMB = f ie  U ~e- Hence we need to 
show that every pxoduct of factors from ~e U ~e is in .~eBMB. 
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Let L be (gcofinite and let p - 1 be the run length of the run-longest @word in/S. 
Clearly L contains the union U s of all the ~words of run length ~> p. We have 
= a l  . . .as  
where the union is over all (al . . . .  , a,)  such that ai (E A, 1 ~< i ~<p, and ai/a~§ 
1 ~< i ~< p - 1. For a finite alphabet A there is only a finite number  of such Gwords 
(a ] . . .  a~). Hence for every @cofinite L we can write 
L = LI UL2A* = L1U A*Lz, 
where Lz and L2 are @finite. 
It now follows that every L E 5g~MBM = (~-~t_J c~e)M is a finite union of 
products of ~words and A* .  Now A* I . J~eC~B and (AL I~)M= 
(A * t9 ~ C 5geBM. Thus every product of (~words and A * is in ~eBM and 
~eMBMB = 5g~BMB. 
5. Run  languages over  .L,~'+ 
The family ~ of run languages can be obtained from a reduced basis, namely ~. ,  
but at the expense of the finite/cofinite analogy. 
Theorem 5.1. ~ = .LP§ 
Proof. Since ~D~+,  ~Ds Conversely we show 7~.eC.~+MB. Clearly 
1E~+MB.  For Ilull=l, either u =(a+)"  (and u E Le§ or u =a"= 
(a§ - (a§ "§ and u E .~§ In general, let u = u~.. .  u s be in run form. If u has 
no finite factors (i.e. factors of the form a" )  then u E "W§ Otherwise suppose 
u~ = a"  and let u '=  u , . . .  u~_~ and u"= u~+~...u s. Then one easily verifies that 
u = u ' (a  +)"u" - u ' (a  +)"+' u". 
The proof now follows by induction on the number  of finite factors in u. 
From the proof  of Lemma 3.1 it follows that the intersection of two + finite 
languages (i.e. unions of + words) is + finite. However,  the statement correspond- 
ing to Lemma 3.2 is false. For let A = {a}. Then {a} = {1} U (a+) ~ is + cofinite. 
However  {a s} = (a+) 2 -  (a +)3 is clearly not + finite. A l so  a 2 = {1} t9 {a} LI (a +)3 is 
not + finite since {a} is + cofinite. Therefore 5~+ U %'+ is not a Boolean algebra. 
6. Conta inment  in "g, 
For w = a l . . .a ,  EA*  de fne  [w to be 
[w = [ (a l . . .as )= A*a1A*a~. . .A*a~A*.  
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Thus [w is the set of all words that contain w as a subword in the above sense. 
Similarly, let [74/" = {[w: w E A *}. The family "yl (see [2,3]) is ~/1 = ([~r We now 
show that ~ C Y,. 
Let to be the homomorph ism,  to 9 ~4/'+---> A *, which changes + words into words, 
i.e. leo = 1 and a§ = a for all a ~ A.  In fact oJ is an isomorphism between 3//'§ 
and A * 
Lemma 6.1. Let v E ~ Then v = (vp) fq [(vco). 
Proof. Note that v C vp since p replaces (a+)" by a § A lso  vco is the shortest word 
in v; hence o C[(vco). This proves the conta inment  C. If v = (a l ) " ' . . .  (a~,)", is in 
§ = " . . .a~,,.  Hence  w E vp impl ies w = run form, :then vp=a~. . .ap  and vco a~' 
a i " ' . . ,  a~', and w E [(wo) means m~ >~ n, 1 ~< i & p, because of the uniqueness of the 
run form. Hence v D (vp) N [(vco), and the lemma follows. 
It is now more  convenient  to consider "W. = 5~.M rather than 'W.. Since 
a* = a4-O 1 for all a E A, it fol lows that .Le,MB C.~+MB. The converse contain-  
ment is false since a4-a+C ~.MB.  To prove this let A = {a}. Then 
.o~.MB = {a*}MB = {{1}, a*} B = {0,{1}, a +, a*}, 
and (a+)~C~,MB.  It is however  true that an important  subset of :~+MB is 
contained in ~.MB.  
Lemma 6.2. &e,MB = (&e§ 
Proof. Suppose v E (~§ = 5t/'§ If v = 1 then v ~ "/4/'.. Hence assume IIo II ~> 1, 
i.e. v=a l . . .a , ,  p /> l .  Let v .=a* . . .a*  and, for each i, l~<i~<p,  let o ,~= 
a ~'. . .  a *j-ta *~§ 9 9 9 a *p, where (a ~,)-! = 1. We now claim that 
v--- v , -  CJ v. ' .  (4) 
I=1  
For  w E v impl ies w = a i " . . ,  a~,p, n, > 0, 1 ~< i ~< p. Hence  w E v .  and w~ v . '  for 
all i. Conversely,  if w E v .  then w = wl . . .  wp, w, E a* ,  1 ~< i ~<p. If w~ v, at least 
one of the w, must be 1. Hence w ~ v. ' .  Hence w ~ v .  - U f-i v . '  impl ies w E v 
and (&e§ C~.MB.  
The converse conta inment  is shown as follows. Let x @ ~.M,  x = a* . . .  a* ,  
~ * If a l~a3,  then ai~a~§ l< i -<p-1 .  Then x=a* . . .a*pOa~ia* . . .ap .  
4- 4- , 4- , 
4- * * *Ua~a2. . .  If a l=a3,  then  a*= a la~. . .ap  = a~ia~.. .ap ap. a la2  . . .  
a+~a~a~...a* O a ' ia* . . .a* ,  and a l= a~ a4. Proceeding in this manner  we can 
write any *word as a finite union of + words in 'hV'§ Hence .g ' ,MB C ~14/'§ 
Now let n = card A and let X~ be the free monoid  generated by n idempotents  
a '~, . .  * ., a ,. For  example,  for A = {a, b}, 
gT1={1, a* ,b* ,a*b* ,b*a* ,a*b*a*  . . . .  }. 
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The monoid ~t is partially ordered by inclusion. Note that x Cx '  implies that x is a 
sub*word of x'. Conversely let x be a sub*word of x '  and let x" be the element of 
~t corresponding to x, after x has been reduced to the form where no two 
consecutive *letters are equal. Then x"Cx' .  For example, a*b*a*c* contains 
a*b*a*, a*b*c*, a 'c*  (obtained by reducing a*a*c*), b*a*c*, a 'b* ,  b 'a* ,  
b 'c*,  a*,b*,c* and 1. 
For a given element y ~ X~ define Zy = {x : x~ y}. Clearly Zy is an ideal of ~ . .  
Furthermore, the quotient monoid My -- ~dZy is finite because all the *words in ~x 
of length exceeding the length of y are in Z ,  Let ~y : ~I--~My be the surjective 
morphism corresponding to the quotient of ~i by Z ,  i.e. Zy~y = 0 in My. Call 
x E ~gt reduced in My iff there is no x' in ~t such that x 'Cx  and x~ = x'q~. For 
example, let A = {a, b, c} and y = a'b*.  The reduced *words are 1, a*, b*, a 'b* ,  
c* and b*a *. Any other *word x satisfies x~ = () and contains either c* or b*a *. 
Note that, if the length of y ~ ~ (as a *word) is k, all *words of length k + 1 are 
in Z~. No *word x of length > k + 1 can be reduced in My since it has a prefix x '  of 
length k + 1 in Z, and x'  Cx. Therefore the number of reduced words is finite. 
Let w :Le.M---~A* be the isomorphism that changes ~.words into words, i.e. 
lw = 1, a*o~ = a, for all a ~A.  
Lemma 6.3. Let y E ~gx. Then y = n~a[ (xco) ,  where R is the finite set of reduced 
words x such that x~y = O. 
Proof. We have 
1= n [a= n [(a*o~). 
a(~A a(~A 
Henceforth assume that y = a l ' . . ,  a~,, p/> 1. Suppose w = b~". . .b~ is in y, where 
w is in run form. Then, if w. = b* . . .  b*, we have w. C y. If also w ~ [(xoJ) for some 
x E R, then x~o is a subword of w. This in turn implies that x is a sub*word of w,, 
i.e. x Cw. .  Thus x Cw.  Cy, contradicting the fact that x~y since x E Zy. There- 
fore y cnx~a [(xoJ). Conversely suppose w~[(xw)  for any reduced x. Then 
wC [(x'~o) for any x '  such that x'q~y = 0. Hence w. ~y~ 0, w. Cy, and w E y. Hence 
also y D Nx~R [(x.,). 
Theorem 6.4. ~ C yi. 
Proof. It is sufficient o show that any v E &~'.M is in y,, in View of Theorem 5.1. By 
Lemma 6.1, it is sufficient o prove this for vp. By Lemma 6.2, we reduce this to 
showing that x E ~.M implies x ~ yi. This last result follows from Lemma 6.3. 
For card A /> 3, the containment in Theorem 6.4 is proper. For, let L = {a, b}*. 
Clearly L is not ~finite. For A = {a, b, c}, E = A *cA * is not ~finite either. Hence 
L~ ~, but L = [c is in ",/,.'Note, however, that L is a run language for A = {a, b}, 
since L = I~ is @cofinite. Thus the run property is alphabet dependent. 
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7. The two-letter case 
We will now show that for cardA ~<2, ~ = "/t. Consider first A = {a}. We have 
for n >~ 1, 
[a"=lOaO. . .Ua  "-~ 
Hence [~162 and also "y, C~.  To prove the two-letter case, we will use ttte 
following lemma which holds for any alphabet. For any a~ E A let A~ = A - a~. 
Lemma 7.1. (a) [a, = A* .  
(b) fat  § (A*UA*  * " ~i>I1. = , a iA , )  , for 
(c) For all aT ' . . ,  a~, in run form: 
[(a"', . . .  a~r = [a",' 9 . . .  9 [a ~,,. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are easily verified. For (c) note that w E [(xy) iff there exist w~, 
w2 E A * such that w = w~w2, w2 E [x and w2 ~ [y. To  prove the lemma it suffices to 
show that for all a, b E A,  a ~ b, i, j > O, x E A *, 
[(a'bJx) = [a ' .  [bJx. (5) 
If w E [a ' .  [(bJx), then w = w~w2, w, ~. [a', w2~ [(bJx). For any decomposit ion 
w=w;w~ with Iw;l<lw,I, we have w[~[a ' .  Similarly if Iw; l>lw, I, then 
w'w'  such that w;~[a  I and w;~[ (b /x ) .  Hence there is no decomposit ion w = i 2 
w; E [(bix). Thus w~ [a'[(bJx) = [(a'bJx) and the containment D for (5) follows. 
Conversely, suppose w E [(a~bJx). Suppose also w ~ [a ~ and let w = wlaw2, 
where w~a is the shortest prefix of w such that w~a E [a',  implying w~ ~ [a'.  If 
wzE[(bJx) ,  then w = (w ,a )wzE[ (a 'b Jx ) ,  a contradiction. Hence w2~[(Mx) ,  
aw2E [(bJx) and w = w~(aw2)E [a' . [(b~x).  Finally if w~ [a',  then w = w.  1 E 
[a,. [(b~x). Hence the containment C for (5) also holds. 
Theorem 7.2. For card A ~< 2, ~ = 3't. 
Proof. The case cardA = 1 was already shown. For A ={a,b},  f--a= b* and 
[a "§ = (b* O b*ab*)" for n >~ 1, by Lemma 7.1 (a) and (b). By Lemma 7.1 (c), [w is 
a finite union of products of elements from ~.  U ~.  Since a * = 1 U a § every such 
product is in ~eMB.  Hence yl C ~.  By Theorem 6.4, ~ r y~. 
8. Automata accepting run languages 
Let M = (S, So, F, f) be a reduced finite automaton over alphabet A, with S as the 
set of states, so E S the initial state, F C S the set accepting states, and f : S • A ---> S 
the transition function. 
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One verifies that if L satisfies any one of the following 3 properties then it cannot 
be @finite: 
(a) L~xy*z ,  ]yl>~2, y~[an[b ,a ,  bEA;  
(b) LDx(a~)*z,  n>~2, aEA;  
(c) LDx(a,b)*z,a,  bEA.  
If M accepts a @finite language, then it must have a "dead" state s~ such that 
f(so, a) = s~, for all a E A. Let M' be the incompletely specified automaton" 
obtained from M by removing s0 and all transitions into s~. Then M' must satisfy, 
for all a, bEA,  xEA* ,  sES-s0 ,  
(1) f ( s ,x )= s implies Ixl = 1, 
(2) f(s, a) = f(s, b) = s implies a = b. 
Otherwise one of the conditions (a)-(c) will be true for L. Thus (1) and (2) are 
necessary in order that ,ff accept a @finite language. One easily verifies that these 
conditions are also sufficient. Hence one can easily recognize whether a given 
reduced automaton M accepts a @finite language. It now follows that one can easily 
test whether M accepts a run language. 
On the other hand, run languages cannot be characterized by their syntactic 
monoids or semigroups since for A = {a, b, c}, L = {a, b} ~ ~, L' = a* E ~ and the 
monoids of L and L'  are isomorphic, as are their semigroups. 
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